US4: HISTORY, CULTURE, ART AND RELIGION IN THE GEOSCIENCES
I aim in this talk to introduce the beautiful world of mineral illustrations on stamps – introducing the range of minerals depicted on stamps… then looking in some greater detail at several sets from France, Southern Africa and East Germany.
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13:45–14:15  **Martina Kölbl-Ebert**
Geology and religion - historical perspective and current problems

14:15–14:45  **Lena Kelekian**
Natural pigments and sacred art

14:45–15:15  **Paul Glover**
Minerals on postage stamps: A mix of art, history, economics and geography
To see a world in a grain of sand,
And a heaven in a wild flower,
Hold infinity in the palm of your hand,
And eternity in an hour.

William Blake (Auguries of Innocence)
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Feedback and suggestions:
paglover@ggl.ulaval.ca
SPM1.57
History, culture, art and religion: Panel and audience discussion (public)

Room 6       Thu, 06 May     18:00–19:00
Knowing what
Thou knowest not
Is in a sense
Omniscience.

Piet Hein
Poet and scientist
1905-1996